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Printing your favourite photos onto canvas has never been so much fun that it is now, there is so
many different things you can achieve from printing photos to canvas and Iâ€™m going to cover a few of
those amazing little add ones you can have to make your canvas photo print then best as it possibly
can be.

Firstly if you have lots for photos you want on canvas but your budget is low or you just want to give
away a gift to someone but you cannot decide upon which photos to use then you can have all of
your photos arranged next to each other on one single canvas print, thatâ€™s right you can have all
your favourite photos on one canvas print and you will get the same effect as having lots of canvas
prints done in one go, this would be a very good idea if you wanted to give a canvas print or some
canvas prints away as a present to that someone special as you can have lots of different moments
in your life displayed on one single artwork peaces and when they look at the picture as a whole
they will be able to all the good time youâ€™re have had together so far in your lives.

So having canvas prints made from photos collages is a great way to have your photos printed,
another great way to have your photos printed would be to have one very special photo close to you
printed over the whole canvas and to have the image wrapped around the sides of the frame to has
a really great look to it to as if you have the collage canvas print done it looks really great on the
face of the canvas prints as sometimes itâ€™s better for you to do this as you may lose some of the
important parts of the image around the frame of the canvas, if you have just the one image then
you can get away with having the wrapped sides and it still looking very good, also once you have
decided that you want this effect you can also go for an even better effect with how your picture will
look and one really great way to do this would be to have an effect called colour splash effect done
to your photo before printing, this effect is basically having most of the image either black and white
or in sepia effect then you would leave certain parts of the image in colour that would stand out of
the photograph the most. This is a brilliant way to have your photos printed to canvas as it looks
very modern and unique to.

One other way to get the best out of having a canvas print made would be to choose which size
thickness frame you would like as there is a few different types of size frames you can have your
canvas mounted over and having the gallery option with your canvas photo print can really make a
big difference to the look and finish of your artwork on canvas, although the 18mm frame does look
really good to so having the standard thickness frame that most canvas prints use is still a great way
to have your canvas prints mounted, itâ€™s just if you wanted it to look that little bit extra special the
gallery 38mm frames look amazing.
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